The new Agent Orange Clinic, is a neurological clinic that looks for Agent Orange related diseases. It
is opened to all, Chemically wounded veterans.
The nation's first and only clinic to test, diagnose and treat for Agent Orange diseases!!!! !
If you have been exposed to Agent Orange, other herbicides or other chemicals, Call This Number to
make an appointment, with North Texas Neurology Associates, at the new "Agent Orange Clinic."
(940) 322-1075
Will write V.A. Letters!!!!!
Will conference with your Doctors!!!!!
Early dection is critical!!
Call today!!!!
Ask for the "Agent Orange Clinic," when making appt.
Danny Bartel, M.D., Neurologist
Texas State Board of Medical Examiners License #E6226
Board -Certified American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology #24-298 and American Board of
Clinical Neurophysiology
Agent Orange Clinic, North Texas Neurology Associates, Wichita Falls, Texas
"Medicare, Tricare, and most health insurance plans accepted."
Plan on a 1-day stay. The time it takes for exam and evaluation is dependent upon test results. which
will vary with each individual.
Agent Orange Clinic/Check List:
#1. Ask for the Agent Orange Clinic and ask to speak with, either Julie or Lori.
#2. Take any and all copies of medical records,
with you, that you can leave with the doctor.
That includes civilian and VA.
DO NOT TAKE ORIGINALS!!! !!!!!
Also to be included:
Medication lists
Doctors names and contact information lists
Allergy lists
Other hospital and illness records
#3. Be prepared to be there a minimum, of 1 day.
Testing being done, will be on an indivivual needs, of
each veteran and this may change the lenght of time, you will be there.

#4. Special lodging arrangements, have been made at Howard Johnson's, for those going to the clinic.
When calling the hotel, mention the Agent Orange Clinic, to receive the special rate of $49.00.
Howard Johnson's Plaza Hotel
401 Broad Street
Wichita Falls, Texas 76301
940-766-6000
Agent Orange Clinic, is located, within a mile of the hotel. Other lodging is, available in the area.
#5. When you call, do not expect a return call for at least 48 hours, if you have not received a return
call within 7 days, make ONE call explaining this is a follow up call. (this is new because of the
increase in calls to the clinic)
Important Notice!!!!!!
The doctor is requesting to see the veteran's DD214. Please bring a copy of it with you. This is just to
keep down, the fraud. We don't want the clinic to shut down, because of a few who would ruin it, for
the rest of the veterans.
VA insurance will be accepted, if it is pre-authorized.
Explain to them that, this doctor is a specialist in neurology and is the only one in the country to run
these special tests. He is a one of a kind doctor and cannot be found anywhere else.

Clinic Information On Prescriptions
Due to government regulations, on prescription mediciation. Those traveling to the Clinic, will not be
given prescriptions. Doctor's can only prescribe them, within their own state of practice.
Recommendations can be made, to your own physcian.

Clinic's New Guidelines!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!,
1. All patients must come to the clinic, if they wish to be examined, no diagnoses will be given over the
phone or with mailed in reports.
2. Patients who come here will not receive their official results for at least 30 days. This includes any
letters for the VA.
3. We have been asked to let everyone know that this is a private practice, not a free clinic, you must
make financial arrangements before coming. We cannot stress this point enough. This clinic is not
attached to the VA. It is private and requires payment, like any other doctor's office visit.

Alert Update !!!!!!!!!
4. Patients wishing to be screened for Agent Orange eposure, need to be aware of this. Those who
served, other than in country, has no guarantee from the clinic or Dr. Bartel, that your claim will go
through. Fact is, that the VA doesn't recognize these areas, of herbicide usuage, at this time.
5. Agent Orange primarily causes neurological problems and this clinic treats neurological conditions,
if the patient wants to be diagnosed for other problems, they need to go to a doctor who treats those
conditions. The primary conditions caused from Agent Orange are Neuropathy, Dementia, and Diabetes
type II, yes there are other conditions, this are the primary ones.Clinic's New Guidelines!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!,
Phone Calling Alert!!!!!!! !!
When you call, do not expect a return call for at least 48 hours, if you have not received a return call
within 7 days, make ONE call explaining this is a follow up call. (this is new because of the increase in
calls to the clinic) Please be patient and honor the clinic's request on phone calling. When speaking
with the office staff, be courteous. Those that abuse these rules, will be denied call backs.
2. This Clinic is located in the south were people are pleasant when speaking to others, from now on,
anyone who feels the need to use foul, indecent or obscene language will not be seen by this clinic.
Furthermore, the staff has been instructed to hang up on them and not return any those calls.

